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«1777 coffee restaurant bar»
Situated in the centre of Basel’s Old Town, on the historic Schmiedenhof
square, we offer a wide range of choices. All of this in a beautiful, urban
setting with plenty of retro appeal.
The name 1777 is taken from the year in which the Society for the Good and
Charitable (GGG) was founded. In «1777» we offer a cosmopolitan menu with the
emphasis on European dishes. We are particularly influenced by Viennese coffeehouse culture, with a modern twist, and by Mediterranean cuisine.

Our philosophy
A young and motivated team is here to serve you a wide range of dishes in a
beautiful setting. Our products are all carefully selected and are oriented
around today’s requirements for simple cuisine. We therefore work with trusted
suppliers and do not serve anything that we wouldn’t eat ourselves. When it
comes to our drinks, we aim to serve local products as much as possible.

Your wedding at 1777
We offer a nice possibility to celebrate «your big day» in the middle of
Basel’s Old Town in a location with a lot of charm and history.
If this is according your wishes we would be happy to be your host and organize
your wedding together with you.
Our team of chefs guarantees excellent quality, lovingly presented.
In order to remember it as the perfect day we would be thrilled to take the
time and consider your individual wishes. Please contact us for a first offer.
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Our premises
Restaurant 1777
We have space in our restaurant for generous aperitifs and delicious evening
meals for up to 80 people. All of this in a modern setting with plenty of retro
appeal. The whole restaurant can be hired for private events.

Courtyard «Schmiedenhof square»
We also offer a beautiful, historical and fantastic outdoor experience on the
Schmiedenhof square for your wedding with maximum 80 people.
With its re-design and idyllic, very central location, this square has become a
type of “Piazza” in the centre of the city. Various plants, a beautiful tree
and herb beds lend the area plenty of charm. The square is enhanced by a
vintage bench as well as seating steps.
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«Zunftsaal Schmiedenhof» & «Vorgesetztenzimmer»
We would be thrilled to host you in the GGG Schmiedenhof room. The generous,
antique «Zunftsaal» (guild hall) and the contiguous «Vorgesetztenzimmer»
(superior room) build the ideal setting to celebrate your wedding.
The rooms must be hired through us from the GGG. We would be delighted to make
these arrangements for you.

«Zunftsaal Schmiedenhof»:





Size: approx. 110 m2
100 to 120 seats with concert seating arrangement
Up to 80 seats for seated banquets
Room rent of the «Zunftsaal» at CHF 550.00 per day

«Vorgesetztenzimmer Schmiedenhof»:
 Size: ca. 45 m2
 Up to 24 persons
 Room rent of the «Vorgesetztenzimmer» at CHF 330.00 per day

Room rent of the «Zunftsaal» AND «Vorgesetztenzimmer»: CHF 700.00 per day
(flat-rate for both rooms)
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Menu arrangements
For a group of more than 10 persons we offer to choose from our aperitif and
menu suggestions for your wedding. On the basis of these you can create your
own individual menu.
Basically everything is possible in our location. . Please don’t hesitate to
tell us what we can do for you. Of course we can provide some personal menu
suggestions according to your wishes and please consider that we are flexible
and are happy to provide additional options, whatever the budget is.
Simply contact us!

Individual wedding preparations
Aperitif and after party
For the perfect start in “the big day” and the unforgettable celebration
following the diner, we offer you the possibility of a room change:
Aperitif: in the restaurant 1777 or if the weather allows it in the courtyard
Dinner: in the «Zunftsaal» (guild hall) belonging to the GGG
After party: in the restaurant 1777
Flowers and table decoration
We would be happy to assist you in organizing flower arrangements and table
decoration according to your wishes.
Wedding cake
If you need assistance in finding a nice wedding cake, please just let us know
we would be thrilled to help you.
Seating arrangements
Due to the fact that the coordination and placement of wedding guests often
represent a challenge we would be glad to help you with our professional
opinion.
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Menu cards
As every wedding is unique we are happy to provide you with your individual
menu cards free of charge.
Music and entertainment program
Do you have some special wishes regarding music or entertainment program?
The GGG society offers to rent a grand piano (Fazioli) at CHF 330.00.
For more possibilities please contact us, we are thrilled to assist you in
finding the perfect entertainment.

Small print for our banquet department
Kindly note that
the reservation of a banquet represents a mutual contract
cancellation of a banquet will be charged
with 50% of the agreed menu price (minimum CHF 50.00 per person), when
cancelled within 9 to 1 day prior to the event
with 100% of the agreed menu price (minimum CHF 100.00 per person) ,
when cancelled on the day of the event
we charge the last stated number of person
we accept a reduction of the number of persons up to 10% free of charge the
day prior to the event
a reduction of the number of persons over 10% will be charged as stated
above
no show of à la carte groups from up to 6 persons without cancellation in
due time will be charged with CHF 100.00.

All of our prices are in CHF and including 7.7% VAT.
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